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Note--As we go to press, the comrades in France send us the follow-
ing information regarding the deMoralization in the French
movement fol4owing the Spanish defeat and the forward steps
taken by the revolttionary Marxists. ,

- - Paris, July 22, 1939
Dear Camrade.Oehler: I have received your letters....

e -

The P.O.I. -- First a report on the Frenech politipal,situation.
The POI is no longer a member of the "Fourth International". The

POI was expelled by the I.S. and the Trotslwite organization be-
cause the-PQI refused to enter the PSOP. The first number of the
"Lutte*Ouvieren put out by the independent POI has appeared. I am
sending you this number....InLJanuary-l939 the rajority of the POI
gw_leg_decided not to enter the S01-1. But the minority, the Roue
faction? entered despite the decision -of the Congress. This mino-
rity, directed by the TrItskyite I. S. entered and demoralized the
independent comrades-by a number of violations of discipline and
democratic centralism.- Two delegates of the SWP arrived in Bump%
to force the POI comrades to follow the Rots ,faction's example.
There were several new entries since spring. The Revolutionary

.
Socialist Youth (jSR) no longer exists. They have entered the
JSOP 1:,./here there are only young Trotskyites (the Rous, Neville, end
Molinier factions) and a right wing group of the PSOP whicn is. riot
to be won over. The JSR is liquidated but they have not gained a
single comrade from the JSOP and they will not gain any. .

,

Recently the Naville faction which vacillated between the inde-
pendent POI and the entry faction, also entered the PSCP and capitu-
lated to the .IS, ard the Rous faction by violating the domocratie
decision of the Congress. The independent POI is a minority of,t4e
old POI:: Little by 1ittle, the majority has entered, The social
composition of the expelled comrades is the best: they are comrades'
in direct connection with the workers in the shops and trade union.
The Oomrades dOn't want to coMpromise themselves by entering the
PbOP, Butt most of these comrades See no other differences with the
I.S. thahth-e question of entry. They agree on the other political
questionc...

The SP? the CP, and the CGT are losing members. The PSOP is
rapidly losing members and sympathizers --- due to indifference..
The TrotOkyitg groups are split apart arid disorientated; the liquid-
ationist. tendency is growing; everyWhere there is indifference,
gust, fatigue, slumber and pessimism.... The comrades of the new

POI are disgusted or else fUll of illusions on rehabilitation by
the I.S. or by LOD:is...

. I thinkthe mammary' for number 1 of the Bulletin is ...kcoll&rit.

Your proposals on publication in four languages are splendid.
This would be a great step forward for the Marxist regroupment..4.
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The signatories -submit the following poll- -

lical statement Which as briefly as possible pre-
sents a Marxitizi position on the basic

questionofthe day, Separating 'the forces for the NOW
Communist (4th) International from the refor-
mists, centrists, and ultra-lefts. This document
is the statement of the groups forming the Pro-
visional Contact Commission for the New Com-
munist (4th) International. The statement shall
be the political axis for thp International Bulle-
tin which the Contact Commission iseues.'

1 !__RvIPERIALISM AND THE TASKS OF THE
PROLETARIAT

The &bay stage of capitalism is one of
wars and revolutions, the violent eruptions of
me dying capitalist system revealing t h è in-
ability of the exploiters to solve their contradid-
lions on the one hand, and on the other hand
the inability of the Proletariat to fully utilize its
powers because of a lack of leadership to
establish the World Dictatorship of the Proleta-.
nat. The basic antagonism of society is be
tween world Capitalism. and the proletarian re-

' volution (the extension Of the October Revolu-
tion). The struggles among the imperialists are
secondary to this bcisic antagonism.

THE REVOLUTIONARY MARXIAN
ORGANIZATION

The Mandan organization, if it is to unify
the proletariat in a. struggle against capitalism,
Must remain Politically an d 'organizationally

'Independent of all other organizations, includ-
-ing the reformist and centrist parties, such as
the Labor Party, Social VV Stalinism
and the various Centrist organizations. The
Revolutionary Mcirxicm Party must be interna-
tional in program. and organization, providing
democratic discussion and rights in arriving at
cill policies, but unified in carrying them out;
With the decisions' of the higher bodies, up to
and including the International Buro, remain-

. 'rig in force' until , over-ruled by still higher
bodied. ,

3 PARTICIPATION IN THE CLASS
STRUGGLE

The Mandan Party fights for the day to day
demands of the working class, but at no tithe
separates them from the object QndV ctirn of the

4

The Fourteen -Point- Program of e Preitritionat InIerriati6na1
-

CoritaCt CoMinisSiOn.for 'the New Communist (4th) International,

ultimate demands for the overthrow of capita-
lism. The immediate needs can be solved fi-
nally and ctindlusiVely only by thse revoluti&
nary over-throw of capitalism.
4 REVOLUTIONARY DEFEATISM

The Maixian Party fights for the class war
against capitalism, and against all imperialist
wars, no 'in-atter which nation appears to be the
"ciggresibC or the "defender;" no matter Whe-
ther allied Or not allied 7-A,44 the Soviet Union;
no Matter Whether a bourgeois "democracy" or
a faddist State.. In an imperialist war :Marxists
on both sides must .work through revolutionary
class action for the military defeat of theft 'oWri*
amiy and bOui4ecisie during h e war _time,
Wen if .thi§- means the temporary '..'victory'': of
the "eneinir" bourijecisie. Only on the basis
of the disruption of the bourgeois state and ap-
paratus by the strategy of revolutionary .defeat-.
ism can the proletariat, ynd:er. the guidance of
its vanguard, turn the imperialist .war of the
capitalist brigands into a civil war of the pro-.
letariat to smash the whole capitalist sysrn.
5 THE USSR AND THE EXTENSION OT

OCTOBER REVOLUTION

-The Dictatorship of the Proletariat still re-
'mains in the Soviet .Uriion although In warped
form, with a rising bourgeois stratiith within thi3
burocracy, with enormous inroads of private
property, and the liquidation- of almost alr of
the proletarian state forms, Soviets, Worker's
Militias, etc The Stalinist butocracy is not Ct
separate class. Stalinism today is a social re-
formist force resting on the material bade of the
October. Revolution.. and HS property relations,
objectively aiding the restoration of capitalist
rule in the S.U. a n d counter-revolution on a
world scale. The theoretical. base Of Stalinisniis the nationalist concept of Socialism in One
country. Marxists will support the Soviet Union
no matter in what kind of a War the USSR is in-
volved. But such support and defense of

IfieUSSRcan be'OnlY oh tiid
lutionary line of the extendion of the October c.

and the re-establishment within the
Soviet Union of ,full workers democracy andthe soviets, a political revolution against the
Stalinist /*IrOCraCy. The go,:ri,t Union can bedefended Only.by.a stKu9414-_aiaCiinsi world Im-pericihstn its StaInist an d Other agentS.:
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within the Soviet Union. Revolutionists give
their political and material aid within the So-
viet Union only to the Matxian 4th Internatio-
nalists and to those mass organs, Soviet, Wor-
kers Militias, trade unions, etc., in which the
masses are able to carry out independent work-
ing class action.

. 6 THE STRUGGLE AGAINST CAPITALISM

The 'struggle against capitalism c an be
waged only on the basis of independent work-

' ing class action in opposition- to all forms of
class collaboration, parliamentary cretinism
and* reliance on bourgeois democracy. The
struggle for democratic demands is part of the-
revolutionary struggle against bourgeois demo-
cracy itself, as well as all 'other forms of bour-
geois rule (military dictatorship, constitutional
Monarchy, fasCist state, etc.) Fascism can be
defeated only. by the defeat of capitalism.
Mcaxiits participate in parliament only as an
auxialiary to independent class action, as a
foruin to expose bourgeois democracy, Support
of. bourgeois democracy in any of its varieties
including the Peoples Front, so-called Labor
governments (MacDonald, Bauer), so-called
Workers and Peasants governments (Bulgaria,
China 1925-1927, Thuringia 1923) helps pave
the way for fascism. Under certain conditions

. where the breakdown of the economy creates
an armed struggle on the part of certain
sectiOns of the bourgeoisie to crush the rising
proletarian threat, certain other sections of the
bourgeoisie for their own economic a n d
political interests, may be forced into an armed
opposition to the decisive section of/the bour-
geoisie. The working class may use parallel
action, with such "democratic" sections of the
bourgeoisie as did the Bolsheiriks in 1917 in the
struggle against Kornilov. "March seParately
andstrike together," unlike Popular Frontism,
involves political and organizational hide-
pendence from ..t h e bourgeois democratic
forces, independent organizations of the prole-
tariat (the Party, Soviets, Workers Militias,
etc.), no support material or political to bour-
geois democracy, unrelenting exposure of the

. bourgeois forces in preparation for- armed
struggle against them as well.

7 -- THE CHARACTER OF THE STATE

The state is the product of irreconcilable
class antagonisms. It is t h e instrument by
which the ruling class suppresses other classes.
Under capitalism it is the instrument of the capi-
talists for the exploitation and subjection of the
proletariat and oppreisad This Is :true cif the
colonial ana semi-colonial anintrZes as :well.

There can be no "anti-imperialist," "non-capi-
talist," "workers and peasants" state other. than
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. There is no
state in between the Dictatorship of the Bour-
geoisie and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
No matter what the composition of coalition go-
vernments under capitalism (POUM, Anarchist,
Socialists, left Republicans in Spain, in 1937;
Social Democrats and Independent Socialists
in Germany in 1918-1919, etc.), they can only
serve the interests of the capitalists. Marxists
reject all co-operation with or participation in
bourgeois ministries.

8 STATE POWER
The basic question in any revolution is that

of state power. Marxists fight for the proleta-
rian revolution which will establish the workers
rule, and change decisively the mode of pro-
duction, replacing the profit system with pro-.
duction for use. But this can only be accom-
plished through the destruction of the bourgeois
state a n d the establishment of the Workers
State during the transition period, the Dictator-
ship of the Proletariat against the bourgeoisie
and its remnants.

9 THE ROAD TO POWER

To oyeithrow capitalism 'it is necessary for
the working class to defend itself against the
forces of counter-revolution by the use of revo-
lutionary force, by armed insurrection. With-
out a Party, a vanguard on a Marxist program,

- a successful revolution is impossible. Every
proletarian -revolution has a certain period
where side by side with the government of the
bourgeoisie there develops the dual power of
the proletariat the Soviets of Workers and
Soldiers Deputies (Workers Councils). The
backbone of dual p-ower and later of the _Wor-
kers State are the Soviets of democratically e-
lected delegates from the factories, mines, mills,
battalions, farms, etc, and the Workers Mill-
tias. In colonial countries and''economically,
backward countries, the first phase of the social
revolution will be bourgeois democratic (agra-
ricm), but this phase will continue into the pro-
letarian phase. The problems of the bourgeois
revolution in the present epoch can be solved
only by the proletarian dictatorship. There can
be no struggle against imperialism without at
the same time actual aid to the colonial
peoples for their liberation from the yoke of im-
perialism."Marxists fight for the right of self-
determination for the oppressed minorities and
national -minorities as an auxiliary Slogan. -

The# work to win the proletariat of the colonial
countries as workers, for the proletarian

Ii
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12 THE NEW COMMUNIST (4th)

INTERNATIONAL

The establishment of the New Communist
(4th) International is the basic need of the pro-

letariat today. The 2nd and 3rd Internationals
are parties of social patriotism, of-betrayal. The
road to the New Communist Intematibnal can-
not be achieved on the basis of organic unity
of these two internationals. Organic unity on
an international scale is excluded because the

eformist force rest-
ing on the bourgeois national states, while the
3rd International is a, social reformist force rest-
ing on a warped Workers State. Organic unity
of parties of these two internationals would
only further enmesh the proletariat in the clu-
tches of the bourgeoisie. The Fourth Commu-
nist Internationalinusi be built on the line ot

are the instruments through wihch the class ex- independent action in the class struggle, on an

ercises its Dictatorship. Workers Democracy
under the Dictatorship of the Proletariat is exer-
cisez through the organs of the state, the trade
unions, and democratic centralism within the
Marxian Party, including the right of all fac-

. tions within the Party at all times, within the
framework o f democratic centralism. Those
parties which a f ter the establishment of .the
Workers State do not accept basic principles
must be suppressed. However, certain parties,groups or,factions which in the first period of

2nd International is a social r
10 THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETA-

RIAT AND WORKERS DEMOCRACY

The ruling organ -of the Workers State is
not the Party but the Soviets of delegates from
the factories, farms, etc. The Marxicm Patty is
the giuding force of the Soviets. The Soviets

anti-capitalist, pro-communist orisentation. The
4th International cannot be built an the line of
unification with the left centrist groups on a
"minimum" program. Revolutionary unity of
the Marxists in the New Communist (4th) Inter-
national can be achieved only by the' political
and organizational separation from the re-
formist and centrist organizationsthe 2nd and
3rd Internationals, Trotskyites, Brcmdlerites,
London Buro, etc., and. by carrying out the
Marxian line in the crctss struggle against

the Workers State accept its foundation princi- world imperialism and its agents in the work-

pies will continue to exist with full freedom of ars ranks. The "Fourth International" establish-
expression within the bounds of the new sobiety ed in an adventuristic way by the Trotskyites

until they are by a natural process merged with is a new centrist international built on a
the Marxist Party, or until their policies drive centrist prpgram slightly to the left of the IAG.

them into -fundamental opposition with the new The Fourth MARXIST International, the New
society, at which point they must be sup- Communist (4th) International, is still to be

built. Centrist organizations cannot be reform-
ed. Their membership can .be won over to
Marxism only by a rejection of the centrist or-
ganization's whole past course, . a purging of
its leadership, a re-education of its member-

. The fundamental contradiction of capital- ship, and a radical reconstruction of its

isrn is the contradiction between socialized pro: structure and program. Unification is some-

duction and capitalist individual appropriation times permisscible with a Centrist force moving
Having been deprived of the ownership of the to the left, but only on the basis' of a Marxiam

means of production, t h e proletariat owning program and as an auxiliary to the general
nothing but its labor power, is forced to sell that line Of the Marxists for building the revolution-

' labor power, at its exchange value. This value cry Marxian Party- ,

SM
duced by the labor of the proletariat. The dif-
ference between the _ value of labor and the The goat Of -the Marxists is the establish-

by use of rnent of a woFld -Communist Society with the

pressed.

11 THE CONTRADICTIONS OF

CAPITALISM.

is less than the value of the commodities pro- 13 COMMUNI

".. '

value of the commodities, produced
t,

that labor power is surplus value. This dtii- principle of from each according o s y,
. , _

-

plus value is the basis of all capitalist accumu- to each according to his needs.

revolntion. The oppressed agrarian masses,
the colonial masses and sections of the urban
middle class must be won over to the proleta-
riat as allies in the proletarian revolution. After
power is seized in one country, socialism can
be built only by utilizing- the isolated Soviet
State as a center for world revolution. OnLy
by pursuing the program of the extension Of
the revolution' to one or more countries as the
"long lever" and the industrialization of the
Soviet State as the "short lever," can the single
Soviet State continue its growth and develop:
ment toward Socialism.

fr",,,f '
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14 MARXISM
The New Revolutionary World Party must

be built on the principles of Marxism. Revo-
lutionary Marxiern represents the interests of
the international proletariat as a whole, onia-
nizing independent class action of the working
class, unifying its struggles on d national sand
an international scale, thereby placing the pro=
letariat at the head of all the oppressed masses
agairist imperialism. Its a i m is the forceful
overthrow of the capitalist system and the
building of a socialist society.

Organizational Pr oposa l's for
Steps Toward t h e' New Commu-

nist (4th) International__
1 - The' ProVisional Contact Commission

shall be d provisional commission for the New
Communist (4th) International.

2 - Shall take full responsibility for the is-
suing of the International Bulletin, and shall
develop and extend contact with other revolu-
tionary, forces. The Bulletin shall be in two
sections: that is, .the section Of the forces respon-
sible for the issuance of the Bulletin, and the
section for an international forum where all

'

groups working for the New communist (4th)
International can present their Positions.

3 - The International Center shall be in
Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

4 - Each 'participating organization which
is recognized in its country shall have one vote.
The vote may be expressed through represen-
tatives or, by correspondence if the organization
is unable .to send representatives.

5 - However, to avoid the serious delays'
and hampering of functioning which correpon.
dence will entail, the International Center shali`
be authorized to proceed in its own name with
the work of the Commission, subject to the deci-
sions and changes which the Commission may
make. _As soon as possible the organizations
Of the Contact Commission shall draw in other T"
forces and establish in International Buro.

6 - All organizations participating in the
Commission shall undertake to help finance
and spread' the Bulletin.

Central Committee, Red Front, Germany

Leninist League, Sco9and.

Revolutionary Workers League, U.S.A.

,

THE MOVEMENT AFTER T_HF SPAINISH DEFEAT

Arising out of the disintegrations, regroup-
ments a n d recrystallizations following in the
wake of the defeat in Spain, the establishment
of the Provisional International Contact Com-
mission on a Marxian basis is an extraordinary
object leSsont,to the doubters and wctverers of

the deep sources of reserve strength of the in-
ternational proletariat.

But the defeat in Spain has been a heavy
blow. The profound, changes taking place., in
class relations, with the Franco executions run-
ning into 'the- hundreds dailV, With over. a half
million Spanish refugees in France and other
countries, only indicate the extent of this de-
bacle. The effects of this are already making
themselves felt upon the labor moverrient of
the world, both negatively and positively.

The defeat not only affects those who were
wrong a n d those who betrayed; its material
conditions weigh heavily upon those who pre-

-
sented a correct road to power, but who now
have additional obstacles to overcome.

One must understand that the crisis in the
labor movement which the Spanish defeat has
accelerated is n 04, a crisis Marxism. The
.fundarriental position g of Marxism as a theore-

.- . tical structure and as it has been developed
and pounded out in the heat of the class strug-
gle have stood the test..

GENERAL TREND TO THE RIGHT

The Stalinist an d Socialist leaderships,
and their "left" supporters of the ,Peoples' Front,
the Anarchist and POUM leaderships, all in
their own way helped pave the way for Fasc-
ism to triumph, and in one degree or the other
played a counter-revolutionary role.'

Out of this defeat only the Stalinists are
not facing splits. Due to their burocratic "ho-

. mogeneity" they confront a turn-over in mem-
bership and a political swing to the right ex-
pressed in the most brazen social patriotism yet
witnessed. The Socialist Parties in many coun-
tries are passing through splits and struggles
that take on the form of polemics over the war
question -- because the Spanish defeat has
strengthened the imperialist war-makers. In
France the pacifist wing of the SFIO has taken

" over control from the outright social patriotic
Blum wing of the party. The CNT-FAI are pro-

ceeding through d n international, crisis with
several splits. The main' forcesin their Spanish
Executive Committee whitewash their own role
and blame everything on the Stalinists" On the
other hand, the Friends of Durrutti state that the
real cause of the defeat was the Anarchist lea-
dership and its policies.

Naturally, t h e Socialisi. Anarchist a n d

POUM forces',- together with other centrks and
reformists, try tb shift the _whole blame on Sta-

linism. It is true that' Stalinism played the most
despicable role of ALL the capitalist agents ,in
the workers ranks; but this in no way wipes
out the crimes of these- other forces.

5

The POUM, too, is passing through an in-
ternal crisis.' At the time the party was de-
clared illegal a n d driven underground (two
days before its national Congress set for June
17, 1937), a split was in process. Now the pent-
up underground forces are striving for new out-
lets. The political position of the POUM left
wing was presented in three Internal Bulletins
just prior to this Congress, and was later re-
published by the RWL in English in the
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL (Vol. 2, No. 13, Oct.
1937).

THE LONDON (PARIS) BURO
Forced out of London because of strained

relations with the I.L.P., the London Buro has
now become the "New International Revolu-
tionary Marxian Center." The Brandler-Love-
stone group, the right wing POUMists, the Neue
Weg (SAP split-off); and part of the 1LP, with
a number of other names without forces, are
doing ,their best to draw in Pivert and the Hol-
land RSAP. They have learned nothing and
forgotten nothing in the Spc:mish struggle. The
regroupment is on such a low level that POLI-
TICAL POSITIONS were hot even' discussed -
the main business revolved within the gorgant-
zational realm. T h e only political material
they could agree On was the old outworn and
well-sounding phrases about war and revolu-
tion. Thus, the program of the new. Center con-
sists of seven beautiful ambiguities that will de-
light the heart of every centrist. Such ques-
tions as revolutionary defeatism, permanent re-
volution, material aid to Peoples Frontisrn, so-
cialism in one country, the road to power,

,
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etc., are conveniently glossed over.

What is true of the London (Paris) Bureau
applies with even more 'force to its front - the
"Congress of International Workers Front a-
gainst War." As the German Red Front com-
rades say: "... They are nothing but a new 'at-
tempt 'to neutralize t h e working class in the
struggle - in tbils respect they are Striving to
gain an equal footing with the 2nd and 3rd In-
ternationals... The IWFAW is a purely pacifist
.organization which gives itself semi-revolutio-
nary -coloration by a few radical sentences...
They want to lead the 'proletariat into the
swamp of social patriotism, reformisrri,
fism, instead of traveling on the-courageous
,road toward the social revolution, which we
hope will lead us... toward the new Communist
International..."

- The IVKO, the Brandler-Lovestone centrist
group, which not so long ago had six parties
united with 'them, is today left with the Ameri-
can Lovestone group a n d the small emigre
German group. Seeing which way the wind
Yras blowing, they led in the international rear-
guard retreat of centrisin, thereby creating the
illusion of "leading" in the new regroupment.

It is rumored that a sharp clash has
developed between Lovestone and Brandler as
a result of Brandler's ,desire to continue as a
caucus within the new Center, in opposition to
Loyestone who wants to submit to the Buro's
decision that no fraction work be conducted
among the member-groups -- a decision which
these two principled "Bolsheviks" agreed to at
the time.

THE TROTSKY INTERNATIONAL

The Trostky movement, which, liquidated
- its sections on the eve of the July 1936 uprising,
played no active role in Spain, with the excep-
tion of a few dozen heroic rank and file com-
rades from Europe who went to fight Fascism,

-

and who, confronted with realities, were lorced
- into Consistent opp-otiorifo-: Trotsky and his

Buro, although they too committed, the usual
Trotsky centrist blunders in action.

The Trotskite theoretical interventionl al-
though to the "left" of the POUM in words (be-
cause they were away from the 'field of action
and could talk after the event), will go down in
the annals of the movement as one of the
blackest spots of betrcryal: of liquidations of
their organizations, thus preventing the build-
ing of a new party, of support of the North

American-Coinmittee to Aid Spanish Democra-
cy (before they were expelled fr'Om the SP), of
material ' aid to t h e capitalist Peoples Front yol uTic-)NARy- DEF.
state, of support of "even rotten bourgeoi de-
mocracy, and a whole series of other crithes
with which we have dealt on other occasions.

SinCe the Spanish defeat, they have ac-
celerated this cycle of degeneration with a new -
"French turn," attempting' to burocraticallY li-
quidate their French section into the Pivert cen-
trist group. Their- American 'section ,has al-
ready laid' the basis politically for liquidation
into the Labor Party; the Mexican section sup-
ports Cardenas, agent of American imperial-"
isrrh

Their paper centrist international, esta-
blished at a six hour, conference with 12 sec-
tions riot invited, is already in the process of
disintegration.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONTACT

As against these forces of reformism and
centrism, the Contact Commission for the new
Communist (4) International is a breath of. fresh
air to the international proletariat. Small in
numbers, but raising high the banner of Marx-
ism, the Contact Commission can become the
rallying center for the independent groups in

-Europe that are working for the creation of a
new revolutibnary international. The break-up
of the centrist internationals, the splits in the
socialist and anarchist movements, make a
fertile field for a new regroupment. 'But this
must be accomplished against the pressure of
the centrist and right wing forces that are driv-
ing for a new centrist set-up.

The Marxists on a n international scale
must accornplish these first steps BEFORE THE
IMPERIALIST W A R BREAKS OUT. Only a
small beginning has been made. But such an
international force clearly grounded on Marx-

-ism and presenting the line of REVOLUTIONA-
RY DEFEATISM WILL BE THE DECISIVE VAN-
GUARD INSTRUMENT OF T H E CLASS FOR
THE OVERTHROW OF CAPITALISM A N D
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF- T H E DICTATOR-
SHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT. In the name of
the revolutionary proletariat the new Interna-
tional Contact Commission needs the unity. of
all revolutionary Matxian forcein this task.
"HAVE THE WILL TO BUILD A PARTY AND
THE OPPRESSED-OF THE EARTH WILL COME

TO YOU!" '

'

COMMISSION

) ( This policy of revolutionary defeatism is dictated, like all.1 other Marxian policies, by the material conditions prevailing, by .\lithe class interests of the proletariat and their relation to the+imperialist tmr. TI,. Dasic contradictions of the decaying capi-,
j+talist system become intensified a thousand-fold in the period of*mperialist war. In this period the struggle for the revolution
+/aro
becomes the struggle .to convert the imperialist war into a civil 1

-. .

,oBut the revolutionists are not blind to the fact that, despitee above conditions, when the imperialists first launch their -.4body war for the redivision oP the world, they will be able, by"eans 'of their tremendous propaganda machine, and with the activeId of the Stalinists, Socialists and other social chauvinist agentss well as by the armed force of their 'state apparatus, to line uphe workers*either with words or with bayonets, for "defense of thetherland". This was fully demonstrated on August 41 1914, whene "mighty ivords" of the official leaders of the Social Dellocracy,ecame so -much gvist in the mill of the imperialists. The revolu-,oriists therefore proceed from the premise that when the imperial.war breaks out, the overwheltning mass of the ftrkers will beught in the trap of "defense 4 the 'fatherland",-
,

f
'

,

-

"

-

'

'
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I redivision of the world, the establishment of the Provisional

ogby the imperialists while their agents within the ranks of thehworking class beat the war drums ever louder, it is definitely

, with tremendous speed toward the second imperialist war for the

1,,7Marxian position on the question of s ruggle against imperialist

B:inification Of the world prole.al-lat to overthrow the capitalist

iwar.

International Cbn-qact,Commission for the New Communist (Fourth)International is the one heartening step toward the revolutionary
-SYStem, And precisely because the drive toward war is intensified

straining to the breaking point, pushing the imperialist powers

ecessary for the Contact Commission clearly to reaffirm the

At the time when the contradictions of decay capitalism are

' the capitalist system and establish the proletarian dictatorship ;1 to give leadership to the proletariat in the struggle to overthrow

1,--ides through Evolutionary class actibnfs2.12 the militOraeTiat
loverthrow of the_ bourgeoisie must so be concretized by work on both

must necessarily be concretized at every juncture of the struggle.In the period of imperialist war the revolutionary struggle for the

4n1E own" bourgeoisie,. its governmErand arm-Jr-forces.

The historical task of the revolutionary Marxian forces

THE CLASS INTERESTS OF THE PROLETARIAT



The' AIM of revolutionary
defeatism, therefore, is so to carry

e on and extend the class struggle? so to weaken the bourgeoisie and

,, its armed forces, so to destroy its domination oyer the workers?

\so to increase the rebelliousness of the workers and direct it intc,

ever greater revolutionary class actions (which in turn .cause

Treater reverses and defeats) that the mass of workers will be

lobilized for revolution, for civil war. This policy must be

arried out even if it means the temporary victory, of the "enemy"

Mi)erialf..st. No one can guarantee that the revolutionary defeatiC,

rtions will lead to a successfUl civil war. On the other hanki

le military reverses caused by such actions will necessarily led

the military gains of the "enemy". But-every such "gain" of the

nemy" imperialist means a greater loss of faith by the workers iL

Limit own' bourgeoisie, greater resentment, etc., and lays the

- Ise to transform these conditions and attitudes into pOitive

Nolutionary actions The DECISIVE point, *wever, is that the

crategy of revolutionary defeatism must be aTied on by the revol-

ionists in ALL theimperialist countries and armies it is not
, ,

,,--a question of the victory of one gang of imperialists robbers over
another --- tha-tls the axis on which the imperialists wags the

war --- it is a question of the VICTORY OF TO PROLEURIAN REVOLU-

TION over imperialism. And this can be accomplished, as explained

above, by ther'evolutionary actions in ALL the warring camps for

the military defeats of ALL the imperialists as the MANS AND

METHOD to donvert the imperielist war into a civil war. This is

,, no longer an "abstract theory" as it was when Lenin developed it

in 1914-15, but it is a theoretical strategy that has stood the

"test of anplicaIkul in the last imperltalist war, and was given

,orroboration by 'history in the October and other revolutions.

4

fl
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THE SOCIAL CHAUVINISTS
-

0

I

I

Against the revolutionists stand the imperialists of the world

t.id their social dhauvinist lackeys. The last imperialist war saw

portunism brought to rotten-ripe completion in the treacherous

L-Aions of the Social Democracy, which openly advocated "defense of

to,1 fatherland", support of "their" bourgeoisie, the vote for war

fredits, etc. While in the-last-mmt these imperialist lackeys

.J.-ted until the war broke out to reveal their treachery, today', the

talinist and Socialist agents of the imperialists brhzenly announde

i:EFORE the war that they favor "defense of the fatherland" under

'he pretext' or another ('aemocracy vs. fascism", "defend the Soviet

etc.).. Their treachery remains the same in content, only

lastened by #the time element, and the" revolutionists must take

ivery step to expose and .struggle against then as
the agent of.the

Mperialists. - .

...'

=WRIST SET - UP§ BRIDGE TD SOCIAL CHAUVINISM
iJ.
q While the Kautsky centrists called for the "defense of the

Patherland" with only more "left" words than the open social pa

Viriots, today the centirst have moved to a more uleft" ctet

twice all the more_tangerona_y!-,r1 _cover, axis _speak _about _civil :war...

jhe
two chief international centrist forces in existence are the

'rotskyite "Fourth. International" and the "new" London Buro (the

I, nternational Revolutionary Marxian Center): The latter and its

p anti-war" front, the International Workers Front Against Ware

3peak with time dishonored phrases abo0 "opposition to war", and

irevoluition" and it is clear that this centrist amalgam will play

510. open social
chauvinist role in the future4 (of, pp. 18-21).

To the left of this bankrupt outfit stands the centrist

'Fourth
International."(Trotskyites) who, on the question of revolu-

onary defeatism as well as all other questions of principle,

Illa,re already left the path of Marxism and careen in typical cen-

ztecst falition with phrases to the left and the right, but with

ctions always more to the right. Trotsky has in the past come

ut for "revolutionary opposition in Germany (7) and political (I)

pposition in France" in case of a war between these two imperial-

O.sts in which the Soviet Union is allied with France. He has also

-pic.pressed a number of other centrist positions that completely

',tiegate revolutionary defeatism. But under pressure of the forces

Of the Contact Commission and of those revolutionary elements ,1,4

Surope still affiliated wit. . hid "Forth, International", Trotsky

has been forced to a left covet in orflerto save face, In the last

"...The id6a of defeatism signifies in reality the following:.

conducting an irreconcilable revolutionary 'struggle against one's

own bourgeoisie as the main enemy. without being deterred by the

fact that this'struggle may reau3,11 in the defeat of one's own

1 1

issue of the New International, eaking in the name of the edito-- -

rial board of' the Russian Left 0 '. sition Bulletin, he proclaims:see

,

PROPAGANDA AND ACTION

The first step, thereforey is for the revolutionists before

and during the war to increase their propaganda and agitation by

eveiy possible means,both legal and illegal, to explain to the

workers that "defense of the fatherland", "defense of democracy

against fascism", etc. really constitute defense of the capitalist

system for their exploitation and oppression. On this basis, as

the war progresses, -as the untold miseries and horrors of the bat-

tlefield, the hunger and speed-up of the factories coptinue to

mount, the resentment, the anger of the workers will continue to

grow and will become intensified by the propaganda and ACTION of

the revolutionists. It is within this framework that the struggle

to convert theimperialist war into a civil war must be concretized

and expanded through the advocacy of, and the PRACTICAL ACTIONS

leading .toward military defeats and reverses of the bourgeoisie

and ITS ARMED FORCES in each country. The transformation of the

dissatisfaction and rebellion of the masses into revolutionary

action against "their" bourgeoisie must thus be facilitated and

developed by the revolutionists, who initiate and carry out such

actions leading to the DEFEAT of the tourgeoisie and its armed

' forces, For such defeats necessarily weaken4the liollithof the

bourgeoisie to fight off revolution, and weaken the faith of the

workers in "their, bourgeoisie,

1-7sb'
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'', overimient; glygx, a, moyej_nent, the defeat. of "one's own- ,
> _

- overnmen ig g lessen gykl." his emphatis5724I., July '39, p,203p-sIA,. -. . . ,

At first glance this seems pretty goad, . But close examination
'rigs' that the qualification "given (i.e, IF)a revolutionary moitie-

-znt" provides a loop-hole that 1..rill inev yitabl be usad. to justify
-

. ..._
FAILUTE to -apply revolutiondry def-i.-t-ist a_ction_s. The R. .1.L.

ls already pointed out (4th
International1

vol. 4, 43) that it is
.,

1.,. 1
/t enough to speak about the "ixish" for revolutionar.y defeatism

4, dt'j u s ti fy -thefailure to execute defeatist line because of .lacktr \

farces. Trotsky DOW presents this error in a more "leftWard",

arm. IFor1

from Trotsky's
standpoint1

Where do revolutionary bar-
es, exist that are str.Ong enough to carry out such actions? 'I

,-- -gery country in. Europe his forces have sustained, Splits and no-
ft:: ,ere do they exist as a real party (only small leagues), hence,
,-

'
. c' i ,en the war comes, since there are no revolutionary parties, the

At _1 irategy of revolutionary defeatism will be declared hull and void.- A

: ,) 2-6-this qiarxist". Such is the logic of his -position, leading il.-
ivtably to social patriotism. AtZimmerwald Lenin was able to get
ily 8 -votes for his position, but instead of proceeding from Trot-

; 1,10 a false basis he clearly pointed out that it was not only the
7

-P; A u' - - ) iestion of "wishing the defeat, but practical actions leading to-
,' . ), ird such a clefeat". LIoreover, even this left-centrist cover-up

-Trtosky is negated in action by the TroAakyites, in the U.S.
.,

-.- , , abers will tell you: "Yes, we ere for revolutionary defea.tism.1,
a ,:: P'' when 7u read their papers and

magazines1

you find For a
-

7- .

,,- 1,----1.e' s o-te on War" as -their 101 anti-war slogan; and this- is
ar

,,,4 _tn their work for a L'abor Party which if established be-`l'-` "a- .or during a -vvar, Would play the sae role as did the li.enshe-
., xs in Russia, the role of the capable goernMental lackey of

eir "ol,m" imperialism, These contraactory and false centrist
sitions of r.Orotsky inevitably lead to social patriotism; the
:oriel" must recognize this a.-nd take the necessary steps to split,volutionary foces still within the ranks of his paper' "Interne.- 1'

;.1%;' "
d join with the Marxists in order to strengthen the international
rxian: forces that stanti for a revolutionary struggle against War, ,

t:,', \ pNIFICA.T.T.ON or .TM IJIARXISTS 4 i; (

These iaarxist forces are small, and only the first Step has
c

taken toward their u:sification. Even now they are hounded and
';-, ecuted by the forces of world imperialism, both "democratic" end

,, e

-scist, An.d this Persecution will be augmented a hundred-fold in
l)ar, when the carrying out of the revolutiOnary defeatfst -orin- r

1,oles will ,everywhere constitute high treason, . but we know that
. t s ia._ the only correct revolutionary struggle against imperial,ist
',_' and for the proletarian revolution, and we are prepared to unde-. --,

thig struggle.- In this connection it is necesE.,:ary--to- point
.

, at, to carry out this principle in actions not only must all
ktvr, .'si.b16 legal channeis ,be utilized but the organizatton of. 4,4

'
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illegal apparatus, the training_ of capable ille8a1 cadres, the
functioning-of -the party in complete illegality When conditions
force this --- thees taks are absolutely indispensable and the
steps must be taken row to insure their effective realizatiOn.

The consolidation of the international, marxist forces on the
line of revolutionary defeatism for _conversion of the imperialist
wor ill-to civil war, and the lEtgal az well as illecal functioning
of these forces to achieve all possible practical actions leading
to such defeat and to the mobilization df the masss for revolution
--- this is the decisive answer of the Marxists to the mad drive of
decay capitalism toward another predatory slaughter; This is not
an easy road, it will not be pleasant travellilagi but it must and
will be taken. "Revolutionary Social.epemo c-,eatic werk- (Boisitevism)
may be difficult at, present, (1915). but it is Possible. It pro-
gresses in the whole world and in this alone lies salvatiOnIL

P
I ---' if] oN A )1jr< A I kr\r--1 \

-

u*.ihen we say revolutionary actions inuar time aEainst one' s
on government, we indisputably mean not only the 'wish for its
defeat, but practical actions leading toward such a defeat." --

Collected Works, vol. xviii, p. 197,
"Revolution- in war time. is- civil war.- TA2a-SFOBLIATION of war

between governments inot 'civil war is, on the one hand, -facilitated
by military reverses ("defeats") of the governments; cn the ethic
han, it is IllaDOSSaLl? in Neactice to strive towards ouch a trans-
formation without at the same time working tpuards Military defeat,"

Ibid., p. 198 -

"An .understanding concerning revolutionary actions within even
one single country2 not to speak of a number of countries,' can be
realized oruc by the force of example of earnest revolutionary
actions, by their being launched, by their DillT.LOPLatTT. It iS
impossible, however, to launch them without .v.nishing the government's
defeat, and without contributing to such a defeat. The change from
imperialist war to civil war cannot be "made", as .it is impossible

- to "make" a revolution --- it grows- out of ,a multiplicity of di-
verse phenomena, phases, traits, characteristicsr consequences of
the imperialist war. Such growth is INPOSSIBLE wiAhout a series of
military reverses of those governments which reCei've blows from
THEIR OWN ooT)ressed classes." ° bid., p 199-200

N
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"The only policy of a real, not verbal, breaking of the 'civil,
peace', of accepting the class struggle, is for the proletariat 10
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF Th DIFFICULTIES OF TEM COVERLIVIEft and its bour-
geoisie WITH TM,'ALV1OF OVERTEMOWING MEM.; This, however, cannot
be achieved, it cannot be striven at, without w-ishing the defeat

S own government, without contributing to such a 'defeat."
Ibid., p. 200

"If perish we must, let us. ..perish in the struggle for our own
cause, for the cause of the workers,, for the Socialist Revolution,
and.not for the interests of the cap,italists, land-owners and

, Tsars --- this is what every-class. conscious worker.-sees.and feels.
.Revolutionary Social l'emocratic work may be difficult at present,
but.,it is possible. It progresses in the whole world and in this
alone lies salvation." Ibid., p. 213

"Unity- with the 'opportunists is an .alliance of the workers
,

with "their" national bourgeoisie and a split in the international
revolutionary working class....The war has proven the inadmissa-
bility of this combination in the future. To keep UNIMD with
opportunism at the present tine means PRACTICALLY -to subjugate the
working class to "its" bourgeoisie,'to !make an .alliance with it for.
the o-opression of other nations and for the struggle for the privi-
leges of a great nation.; at the same time it means splitting the
revolutionary preletariat of all, countries." Ibid., pp. 230-31

TASKS OF OUR DELEGATES AT TIE HAGUE

"en the- question of combatting -the danger of war in connec-
tion- with the conference at the Hague, I think that the.greatest
difficulty lies in overcoming' the prejudice that this question is
a sinrole, clear and comparatively easy one,

11 'We shall retaliate to war with a strike or revolution' ---
that is what all the prominent reforinist leaders usually say to
the working class. And very often the seeming radicalness of
these replies satisfies and calms the worker's, co-operators and
peasants:

"Perhaps the most correct thing to do would 'be to start by
refuting this opinion in the sharpest manner; to declare that earti
cule.rly now, after the recent war, only the most stupid, or tkope-
lessly false people .can assert that such a reply to the question
of combatting VI a r is of any use; to declare that it is impossible
to 'retaliate' to war by revolution in the simple and literal
sense of\th.ese termsL

"It must be explained to the peo-21e how greet is the secrecy
with which war arises, and how helpless the ordinary workers' or-
ganizations are in the face of war that is really impending, even'
if -the, se organizations call themselves revolutionary.

"Amin. and again it must be explained to .44 'patIple
rho St ,tontrete.me.:,:ner "aw matters- etw:Actii.the last ware and why

INTERNATIONAL- NEWS

they could not be different,
"Particularly must it be explained that 'defense of the fa

therland.' becomes an inevitable, question which the overwhelming
majority of the toilers will inevitably settle in favor of thei
bourgeoisie.

Therefore first, explanation of the question of 'defense
the fatherland?. Second,, in connection with the latter, explan
tion of the question e*f 'defeat7.sm". And -anally, 'eL:planation
the only possible method of comLatting wei-5 viz., the preservat
and formation of illegal organizations in which all revolutiona
taking part in the war shall aarry onprolo. I....1.W work against wa
all this must be brought into the forefront.

Selected Works, vol. x, pp. 316-317
-7

THE: rtON VENT 10 IN I OP

" I' 0 URTI-MN-rE,-, RN.A-f JO N L"
Ft./CCETtPTS MOM A liTi.VIER FROM EUROPE a

The "International" rounding Convention which was he
in September 1938 lasted six or seven hours. The Trotskyite p
reports on this convention are absurd lies. A number of '2urop
countries' were not present and not invited. This includes the
sections and groups: Svritzefiland, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Hu
Rumania, USSR $ Spain $ Italy nmark Cz echo s lo vaki a .
But all these sections --- except, the Austrian --- are named i

"Unser Worte,.," _false report (german. Trtoskyite organ, Dec. 19
as sections or grboups ef the "Fourth"; but the renert, utter)Sr
nores the fact that these sections were neither invited or pre
The report lies by saying that several sections...could not at
for "financial reasons". This is a lie: The -international Yo
Conference (1.) also lasted about, a day (Six hours), At the a
Conference present were the sections from . .rance, Belgium (onl
the Belgian 1.5. -member), 'England,. Poland (which declared agai
proclaiming the "fourth'), Greece (emigre), uermany (emigre
no connections in the coUntitr,....). That is all. Of the non-
European sections only a rather .strong American delegation.. A
the Youth Conference were the sate -delegates excepting one fr
Belgium....
* * * * * * * ** *** lc*** ***** ****** ***** **** ***** * *

"Whoever has not tinderstood when reading Marx that in ea
list societyl on every acute occasion, at every. serious cor.fli
classes, it is only possible to have either the dictatorship o
bourge.oiste, or the dictatorship ofthc proletariat, has under
nothing of either 'the econ.bmi-c -dr the 1501:1'd:cal tera-ching---of

LENIN, "The Third International and
Place In Histo
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PROBLEMS OF THE -f.S CA/ifs AND
WORKERS STATE' WO, s &DE, MO Cr< A CY

. Stalinism, under whose control the workers state in the Soviet
Union has been tortured and dittorted almost beyond recOgnition,
has given powerflal impetus in recent times to the opportuniSts of
all shades to say, either that the workers state does not exist
today, or to oppose proletarian dictattPrshiP in general.

Nevertheless, no one has successflilly challenged the Marxian
methodology and science, * either in theory or action. In the inter-
vening years since the October revolution, filled with tragic ex-
periences of proletarian defeats and betrayals, every other school
of :thought in the labor Movement has-been tested --- and found
wanting, Only 'arxism has been able to present a scientific analy-
sis and prognosis of the contradictions and devlopment of capital-
ism in decay' in the epoch of mars and revolutions. The only suc-
cessful proletarian revolution in history was achieved precisely
on the p'rogram.of scientific Lia..rxism.

But to remain satisfied with the thought ilaatillYarxistn has
proven better than the other political tdndencied is not enough.
Like eve-i-by -o-ther- std.-came, Marxism has grown and developed, and
will continue to develop. A problem of the greatest moment con-
fronts the revolutionist today: Is Stalinism an inevitable out-
groyLth of Marxism 7 must the revolutionary, 'Proletarian dictatorship
evolve, into a burocratic, bigoted, 'intolerant, anti-revolirtiOnai7
regime of StaliniEo.n? We propose to deal in this article with one
part of' this question. -

fr.--
DEVELOPMENT OF STALINISM

PA CZ 14,

In our opinion such a conclusion .flows from a superficial
un-derstanding of Stalinismi Stalinism came to the fore within tht,
Russian Communist Party as a definite reflection of the nev; ma-
terial conditions arising on the basis of the defeats* of the
tariat in Western Europe, the reactionary pressure of the peaseink:r:
and the -backwardness of' the country. But while this revisionist
force. thus had a material base, its success was due in lax..ge m.ea-
sure to the failure of the Marxist wing,x.of the Party2 under Trot-
sky' s leadership, to make a bold and-Mtermined fight to the finish,
It was this soil that proved sO, fertile to the anti-revolutionary
no.tionalist burocratic eXcrescenses, and to the eventual destruc-
tion of workers democracy in the Soviet Union.

The economic level of the capitalist country seized from the
*exploiters is of' first importance in Considering,the level of' wor-
kers democracy 8.nd its material base. A highly developed economy -
with the working class a majority of the population will in the .

very -first stages of the revolution have far more aorkers democracy
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than the Russian Soviet Union even at, its best 'stage,' due to its
low economic development and its great peasant population, -

The Soviet Union beveathe.d to Liarxi.scLeliormouslYr valua-
ble lessons for the proletarian *revolutions of tomorrow. The Stal-
inist identi-fication of the proletarian dictatorship with the
"dictatorship okAhe party" -- more precisely, with the dictati:r-
ship of a ruling caste who have made a burocratic instrument of the
party -- is a perversion of revolutionary principles.

WORKERS CONTROL THROUGH SOVIETS

Workers democracy under the dictatorship Of the proletariat
demands as its most elementary condition that the broadest possible
layers of the masses be involved in the administratiofl and conduct
of the affairs of the Workers State, Itis the SOVIETS through
which the proletariat as a'whole participates in, broadens and
develops workers democracy. The trade unions, workers militias,
and other organs of the working class must be an integral part of
this structure. These organs make up the political forms of the
Workers State, The workers control the state through the soviets.

The relationship of the P arty ty to the Soviet State. is an ideo-
logical one, of giving clidance and leadership through its cadreb
within these organs.

We will be asked: what guarantee is there of this relation-
ship? There is none just as there is none for the revolution.
Marxism is not an insurance agency. There is only the guarantee
-that a 7.02-1-1Uarx2.an course of action will bring disaster. But an
applicaZinii of the ??.:;:priences Of the past d.c:Icade will help. Theis
is only one road to power and to Socialism,* and that is by a Marx-
ian line of action.

'ME NEED FOR APARTY-

The proposal by some to do away with parties indicates a fail-
ure to think -the problem through, Political partied"and states
will eXist so long* as there are Classes in* society. -1-he proleta-

" riat,needs a party, steeled in thestruggle, enjoying,the confidence
'A of the class. The party must be based on democratic centralism,-

with the fkillest freedom of discussion on the part of its Members,
together(with unity- of action. In this connection, we must recog-
mize that Lenin's prohibition of factions, even temporarily, at tie
tenth Party Congress, was a grave error. The right of groups and
factions within the party to present and fight for their positions
is indispensable to demo cratio 'centralism, and s`to the broader
question of workers democracy,

Parties groups and factions which accept -the proletarian dic-
tatorship and its foundation principles must have flan freedom of
expression within the bounds of the new society, until, by a natu-
ral process.tliey are' either merged into the Marxian Party, or until
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their policies drive them into fuNeamental opposition to the new
society, at which time the proletsriat, ilust treat them as it

treats the class enemy, 4e ars cs2 tne opinion that after the sei-

zureof.power this Process will be of short duratf.sn,

imusTRIAL BASE FOR ,401-.57,71,s DEmocpkcy

In contradisti.nction to. tie geographic base for the parlia-
mentary structure of bourgeois dewocrasyi, the boviet State must

be based on 'direct reprosentation fromciho ,ffictory,
trade union, farm, colisctive, militarsr fJrcest, ate. yc,t ge3-

.
graphical but industrisi --- that is the bade ofthe soviet struc-
ture and workers democracy.

'he disastrous results of the nationalist policy of' so

in one country have doubly mp'.1.asizel the truth that soc.,_aUsm can

be .built and .workers democracy extendeci --- only 1Y.y. uti7Aling
the new Soviet State as a cents-Ls for wctid revslusion, Cfoly

pursuissg-the program of the efftes.sion of ths resmIs.tior tc one or

mors countries as the "long ls'ver as.d tise industr-Wizaticn of
the Soviet:,State as ths "shorj:, lsvor" can tne sinPle Soviet State
continue its growth and deveiop:aent toward socialism.-

_ These principles, emasculated and clestroyed by Stalinism, must

be restored to their rightful 721ace as the basis of workers demo-
CI in the proletarisn d:,.sisatorship. Underneath them lie certain
definite material pre-corditions4

CONTROL OF AMIY AND DEM2C-QAOL

To keep an effective check on the burocratic and revisionist

tendencies that are bound tí' crop up in the workers state apparatus
as a result of the hepitage arc Pressure of the defeated but still .

powerful. bourReo..kcie in the tralssi,tion perlod, 'Lhe working.class
must be Ss-inED. .he armed masses of the workers, functiotiPg through
thsir ssviets,Naise the best guaranses of Worker's democracy, i!rt

armed working class in every factory, mine and mill will be supPle-
mented by a iied Army where-the border is in langer of invas!ons,
The ited Army must in no way be cut off fro w. dircct and insimst,e
contact .with the masses of the people, It too must be orgsnized on

.the basis of 1.:;p*.r.ksrs demdcraey in the ranks. It is a part of the
people --- their standing; Red Guard.

Jlist as the. ,t6 control the Workers State, so do they con-
trol the armed f f 'the state. .Here too,' the Party exerts
only an ideolog nluence. ---. it cannot have the function of con-
trol over the arm forces.,
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Without workers democracy the proletarian dictatorship is at

besta lamed and limping thing. The .proletarian revolutions of

tomorrow have much to learn from the Soviet Union, though unfortu-
nately, with Stalinism at the helm these lessons will7.be largely

negative --- what to avoid. But with the elimination of the Stali-

nist identification of party and prcletarian dictatorship, with an
armed working class standing ready to defend its rights, the way
will be clear for a healthy, advancirg dictatorshtp marching.for-
ward' toward .thgoal of the eliwination of classes and with this,
the elimination of parties and the state.

T0 -f S I I ED

/AND
A letter from France provides the following-news:

os The P.O. I. organ appears only once a month. Every time
they -.think it's going to be the last. The Trotskyite leadership
in America, it is rumored, wants to dissolve the P.O.I. completelL.
In the PO.I. itself complete demoralization and disunity reign,

There have been many arrests and-'the Daladier regime is

already in practice a military dictatirdhip. The prisons are full
of revolutionary workers. The emigres are landing in concentra- -
tion camps more and moibe.

Liquidationist tendencies are growing.
single boldhevik nucleus...

PSOP --- I suppose you read June '36, the organ of the PS°P.
For several weeks there has been a centrist campaign against the
Trotskyites, --- against the entryites who are dtill in the PSOP.

Pivert is vainst "Trotskyite methods and concepts", But these

people deliberately confuse Trotskyism, Stalinism and Bolshevist.
'his isn't hard to do, since there is no Bolshevik organization,
The PSOP also publishes a letter from the Mexican section pro-
testing against the totalitarian methods of Trto sky and the Pan-

American Bureau....
* * * * * * * * ** *** ,.**** ***** **** *** ** *

The interests of the capitalist states and the Interests of

the proletariat in foreign politics are diametrically opposed to

each other, and IA is impossible to speak of harmony of interests

in the domain of foreign relations."
--LENIN, Selected Works,

ol iv 332.

There is not a
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Comrades:
In my opinion I cannot better reply to your

wish for information and our position on the International Workers

Front Against War than by literal quotation of the following re-

port from-one of the members of our organization, who was in Paris

at the.end of April and the beginning of May as an observer at the'

_Congress..

"The glorious week in Paris is now at an end. If

one were to belive the New Leader and other pro-London Bureau pa-

pers, the Pinternational week" in Paris was the revolutionary out-

come of the masses pressure, a continuous series of conferences ,

and meetings at Which the revolutionary spirit soared in the skies

and at Which the fate of the world for the next twenty years, at
least, was settled.... In reality all these conferences and gab-
fests were like reuions of ancient dodderers with yard-long beards;

- they regaled each other in quavering voices about the good old

times; they were unsociable and quarrelsome, as dodderers often

are, each moment at loggerheads over unimportant details; all, these

.conferences received the most decisive 'no;' in regard to working

class publicity, everywhere in the left circles, The PSO.D to which,

allegedly, the majority of the Parisian Socialist Party has gone

over, and which conceives its chief task in tile movement (aside
from issuing revolutionary Marxian theories) to be its development

into a mass party (1,41th no success up to now) this PSOP either
didn't think it worthwhile, or wasn't in a position, to create
greater interest among the Parisian working class.

THE LONDON Lp_ALIS); BUREAU

"Along with the conferences of the Front Against gar

there also took place .conferences on the re-estabiishRent of the
London (Paris) Bureau. After a few member parties complained of

the terroristically enforced motions of the. POUM, the situation

was relieved by the milder pressure to pass the motion of the Ital-

ian maximalists, which proposed merely to widen the scope of the
Bureau --- but if this is not Pessible, the Bureau is to go on
functioning in its old form. :Abe Bureau, as it now exists in Pa-
ris ("a vigorous movement'i according to the New Leader), includes,
along with the old parties, the I.L.L. of the U.S..and the Inter-
national Union of Opposition Communists (IVKO) Brandler. The

IVKO which is to be liquidated into the London Bureau is guite'a

funny affair. They are an opposition, to be sure, but for quite a
considePable period their main opposition has been directed against

_the ILP, founding member of the London Bureau; hence the ILP stipu-
lated'as a basis for acceptance of the Brandlerites: 'Whilst mutual
fraternal public criticism is encouraged, the parties are invited
to refrain from working through fractions inside other parties.'
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"This is one of the chief pointei in the Constitution of the

new international center. The Brandlerites are Communists, but

only to the slightest degree --- they are more like an interna-

tional asscoiation. While not so very long ago six large par-

ties were united in the IVKO, which had four of its own daily pa-

pers, (Swedish 'socialist Part yi German LTO, Neue Welt of Alsace-

Lorraine, Bringolf of Switaefiland, Lovestone and Roy of India),

now ther German section is the only one left. And the latter is

a small emigrant organization which hardly maintains any organi-

zational contact with the German illegal groups now. According

to their own statement, they can get out a quarterly paper only

because financial aid comes from Lovestone. These are the great

gains of the London Bureau. The PSOP and the RSAP of Holland

are still debating on whether or-not they should enter.

REJECT REVOLUTIONARY DEFEATISW.

"The International Workers Front Against War (IWFAW) i8 a, pure-

ly pacifist organization which gives itself semi-revolutionary_

appearance by making a few revolutionary epeeches. This line/

flows as much from their general printed matter as from the care-

Dal deliberation of their members. To establish this point: the

-IWFAW refuses revolutionary defeatism. In the thesis of t",:le

all reference is lacking to the problem of revolutionary tactics

and class strategy in the struggle against imperialist war and

fascism. Tlie,IWFAW avoids in any form the problem of revolution.-

ary war in our time. A compromise solution regarding the Soviet

Union has been achieved: although it is stated that the proletarian

revolu-4on. is dead in the Soviet Union and that a burocratio re-

gime exists, they come cut confusedly for defense of the Soviet

Union, with no clear statement as to what is to be defended. Even

the call tho IWFAW bent out after the Paris conference paints this

same picture;

"The' workers in the fascist lands are invited to rise up in

case of war, not to struggle for establishment of a Socialist so-

ciety, but with the unclear slogan: 'In order to vanquish their

(the dictators) criminal domination.' Not a word is said of

Socialism --- in the entire appeal they do not say what they con-

ceive ought to follow after the workers have opposed imperialist

war and taken the power. They hide between idealistic sentences

like: 'The establishment of Socialism to save the very destiny- of
humanity itself.' and 'The establishment of workers states can,

in this stricken world, save what is left of progress in modern

civilization, and construct peace, real and abiding, based not on
the domination, but on the liberty of men and peoples,' We workers

certainly cannot underttand from these phrases Wow Sociali8m is to

arise. It. is of further interest to note that in hone of the ap-

peals of the IWFAW is the word Marxism brought out.
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"It is of special interest to note the composition of some of
the groups belonging to the IWFAW. What must first be stated is
that the entire IWFAW is completely lop-sided. It doesn't contain .

(pile single member of any significance in the illegal organizations
of the fascist countries, The German Brandlerites are an emigrant
organization; so is the German group...'Neuer Wegl which split from

e_SAP:chiefly on personal ground-6; the Austrain group 'Rinke°
('Spark-r-:----- Trans.) even in the pre-Hitler period had not more thanfur or five members, all in Graz, and Austrian provincial city; -

e Italian Maximalists are apparently an internally disunited or-
-g nization of emigrants,. especially in France, who have hardly
thing to .do with the illegal mork in Italy'. By the irony of fate
the Czedho-Slovak group has come out against the scandalous posi-
tion of the IL?, and especially against its representatives on the
Czech question (the October crisis). Of .the four larger parties,two --- the Dutch RSAP and the Swedish Socialist Party --- are in
their majority pacifist by tradition. Neither Sweden or Hollandtook part'in the World War, but they did good service as neatval
powers. By far the greater bulk of the membership of these par-
ties connect their opposition to war with no sort of Socialist-Marxist conditions or conseqa4nces. France and Enpland --- The
PSOP -- a young2 not even a year old -- party, is a conglomeration
of the most varied tendencies, groups and lines, with a very strongnationalist influence --- the typical example of what a revolution-
ary-party should not be, . .

CONTROMISE ALL PRINCIPLES

. "On no principled question was any unified decision obtained,
It was the PSOP which brought about the defeat of the point on .-

'remlutiOnary defeatism in the IWFAW; Briefly, the IL?. can no
longer be considered ?a unified party, Its leaders are in agree-
ment only in their endeavor to be taken back into the Labor Party.
One of the four delegates, P*4yge?Buehanan, stated his conversion
to the Labor Party very quietlyl.mithout informing the leaders ofthe ILP'or furnishing any explanation. aehn McGovern and CsgvbellStephen, two other delegates, made clear their desire to speedily
follow him if the ILP does not hasten to join the Labor Party as
a group, since the negotiations have already lasted too long,
The position the ILP representatives took during the Czech crisis
will long be remem4ered.. This can be gathered from the press of
the Gernian Brandlerites, now united with the ILP in the-London Bu-
reau. The result of these considerations is important.

!ATTEKPT TO NEUTRALIZE THE WORKING CLASS'
.

.

"Even in its new form the London Bureau and also the IWFAW'elle.
carrying on a struggle which at the very'least needs to'be adapted
to the delaying or'the imperialist war; they are even less in a
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ppsition, nor have they the determined will, to convert the imper-

ialist war into a.struggle
for,thee6tablishment of a socialist so-

ciety. They are nothing but a new attempt to neutralize the wor-

king class in the struggle --- in this respect they are striving

to gain an equal footing with the Second and Third Internationals,

They want to steer the proletariat and the oppressed of the entire -

world away frord the_struggle fer.a better and juster world, the

world of Socialist. They went to lead the working class into the

swamp of social patriotism, reformism, pacifism, instead of

courageously travelling on the road to the socialist revolution

Which, we Impel mill lead us, the revolutionary workers, toward

the new Cowounist International, "

An'interesting.supplementary
note: 'the German KPO (Brandler)

-fraternal organization to tour Lovestone, Moved in the sessions of

the INFAW (which opposed this) to convert a democratic war against

the fascist nations into a revolutionary war against the fascist

nations'--- an incredibly demagogic interpretation Which fits in

with the Stalinist demand for a Front Against Fascism, Unfortu-

nately I did not know where Lovestone stood before this, This is

another example of the incredible ideologiacl differences Which

hold sway in the'IWFAW. Although the motion was decisively rejee-

ted, the KPO propagandizes for it in their circles without draqtLd6

any conclusions and without withdrawing from the IWFAW, which has

quite different concepts on this question. (This is, indeed, the

major ouestion,) The Swedidh Sodialist Party was not represented

at the-Paris Conference. -

*** *** **** ***** ****** ******* ******* ****** ***** ****.**;1(,

r-3\ r r rj Ar \1 NL 11 Excerpts from a letter

I If:, 'zilf,AJ/11-A1`1 Indicating condition?

...The opposition to the Hitler regime is growing very serious.

The reflections of this are clearly seen even in the fascist press. '

There are -- and these are facts -- strikes (of a few hours dura-

tion) against wage cats, etc, Often these are successful. In the

"Vbelkisdher
Beobachter"of June 11 you may read that the Technisdhe

Nothilfe (Technical Aid Against Strikes) is now to become s atate

organization, The paper-openly states that since 1933 the govern-

ment has been whether or not to dissolve this strikebreaking organi-

zation, but now the organization is strengthened and tied, up with

the fascist government. Under a big headline the same issue pub-

lishes an article on a trial against "revolutionary Socialists" in

Vienna. The penalties were not very severe -- the largest for two'.

and a half years -- the fascist organ tries to prove the moderation

of the Nazis and at the same time makes threats against illegal

activity. According to our information the discontent among the

Viennese workers is mounting steadily. On May Day only a third of
the workers were present at the fascist demonstrations, despite all

thf.eats. In Czecho-slovakia the situation is even more troublesome.

You are undoubtedly informed of these facts by the bourgeois press,.,
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The Provisional InternatiOta, INgiteat Commission for the new
comutnasT (4tb), ZNTIONATIONAL will Present through the columns of
the IN Dv PIO AL NEWS its position :on the vital questions of the
day, ---W--) will present theoretioe). eittierial based on the Fourteen
Pointe, and news of the international 'labor movement,

, The Contact Commisssion 11111. guard against any attempt to
establish a buro cratic set-ups and &Ate of the columns of this
publication will be given over to geottpe or factions which have

- as one of their major objectives the establishment of a new Com-

munist International, The Conteot Compassion invites the pro-
posalsi suggestions, and criticisms of any and all groups working
for the social revo, uttoni whioh.yill be published together with
a reply by the commission.

PLAN FOR riBT.LICk1,40 Ig FOUR LAN AVAGS
.

The Contact Commission has aready established ways and Means
issuing its material in German and English. It is also working

on a plan to start within two months the regular -publication of
its material in French and Spanish. We _invite the co-operation
of the various ,organizations :toward this end,

FIRST gm lowARD THE 'NEW ST .(4t1-4) INTMNAI7QNAL

A Contact Commission is only -tite first step toward the new -
CODEVIUNIST (4th) INTERNATIoNAL. Our next objective is an INTER-

NATIONAL BURO with mass influenoe irt oeveral countries.
- .

S ttiP 16 4 toward an interte419Jnel revolutionarYIlariian
organization that can effect vel$ llenge,:world capitalism need
the full co-operation-of All';"earlstAit :Zeti'Ons workin toward '-'--

this end, The Provision al cAteot Aii9t; vial deveryThing
possible -within the trotorWork, of a, pii 'pq,era tae-ocian,.15,0.8i,t4on to

make possible1f1011ab0ti0flththe> many--ditferenVeroups
in order to,i.ron out Aur. di,f'Orisliqtg.t,PAd Wel,d:together:tons poier-
ful dotieciiiclate6'interriational't0090;:In turn that ' the:

!V.aibiduis ,organizations IVee.t` the Provisional'pg.nta,at
Conmiissiófl' halfway.. . "
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